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A Bayesian Semiparametric Approach to Intermediate
Variables in Causal Inference

Scott L. SCHWARTZ, Fan LI, and Fabrizia MEALLI

In causal inference studies, treatment comparisons often need to be adjusted for confounded post-treatment variables. Principal stratification
(PS) is a framework to deal with such variables within the potential outcome approach to causal inference. Continuous intermediate variables
introduce inferential challenges to PS analysis. Existing methods either dichotomize the intermediate variable, or assume a fully parametric
model for the joint distribution of the potential intermediate variables. However, the former is subject to information loss and arbitrary
choice of the cutoff point and the latter is often inadequate to represent complex distributional and clustering features. We propose a
Bayesian semiparametric approach that consists of a flexible parametric model for the potential outcomes and a Bayesian nonparametric
model for the potential intermediate outcomes using a Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) model. The DPM approach provides flexibility in
modeling the possibly complex joint distribution of the potential intermediate outcomes and offers better interpretability of results through
its clustering feature. Gibbs sampling based posterior inference is developed. We illustrate the method by two applications: one concerning
partial compliance in a randomized clinical trial, and one concerning the causal mechanism between physical activity, body mass index, and
cardiovascular disease in the observational Swedish National March Cohort study.

KEY WORDS: Bayesian nonparametrics; Compliance; Dirichlet process; Mixture model; Principal stratification.

1. INTRODUCTION

In causal inference studies, treatment comparisons often need
to be adjusted for intermediate variables, that is, post-treatment
variables potentially affected by the treatment and also affect-
ing the response. In some randomized trials, for example, in-
termediate variables are present in the form of non or partial
compliance to assigned treatment, surrogate endpoints, unin-
tended missing outcome data, or truncation by death of primary
outcomes. More generally, in both experimental and observa-
tional studies, researchers are interested in knowing not only if
the treatment has an effect on the primary outcome, but also to
what extent this effect is mediated by some intermediate vari-
ables.

It is well documented that directly applying standard meth-
ods of pre-treatment variable adjustment, such as regression
methods, to intermediate variables can result in estimates that
generally lack causal interpretation (e.g., Rosenbaum 1984). In
this article, we address these problems using the potential out-
come approach to causal inference, also known as the Rubin
Causal Model (RCM) (Rubin 1974, 1978). In this perspective,
a causal inference problem is viewed as a problem of missing
data, where the assignment mechanism is specified as a stochas-
tic rule for revealing the observed data. The assumptions on
the assignment mechanism are crucial for identifying and de-
riving methods to estimate causal effects. A commonly invoked
identifying assumption is unconfoundedness (Rosenbaum and
Rubin 1983), which usually holds by design in randomized ex-
periments. However, even under such an assumption, inference
on causal effects may be invalidated due to the presence of
the above mentioned post-treatment complications. Noncom-
pliance to the protocol, for example, renders the two groups
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of subjects receiving and not receiving the active treatment no
longer comparable, and adjustment for the possibly confounded
compliance behavior is required. Another example is when out-
comes of interest are not well defined for all units. This problem
has been dubbed truncation by death (Rubin 2006), borrowing
the term from medical clinical trials where the outcome—for
example, quality of life—is undefined for patients who die. In
this setting the intermediate variable is the indicator of outcome
truncation.

Within the RCM, a relatively recent approach to deal with
these complications is Principal Stratification (PS) (Frangakis
and Rubin 2002). A PS regarding an intermediate variable is a
cross-classification of subjects into latent classes defined by the
joint potential values of that intermediate variable under each of
the treatments being compared. Principal strata comprise units
having the same joint values of the intermediate potential out-
comes, and so are not affected by treatment assignment. This
means that comparisons of potential outcomes under different
treatment levels within a principal stratum, or union of princi-
pal strata, are well-defined causal effects in the sense of Rubin
(1978). These comparisons are called principal causal effects.

Much of the literature discusses settings with binary inter-
mediate variables; if the treatment is also binary, there are at
most four principal strata (e.g., Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin
1996). On the other hand, continuous intermediate outcomes
lead to an infinite number of possible principal strata, introduc-
ing substantial complications to both inference and interpreta-
tion. Few articles have dealt with many (i.e., Mattei and Mealli
2007; Jin and Rubin 2009) or continuous principal strata (i.e.,
Jin and Rubin 2008; Bartolucci and Grilli 2011), and one com-
mon method is to dichotomize continuous intermediate vari-
ables (e.g., Sjölander et al. 2009). However, dichotomization
is often subject to arbitrary choice of cutoff points and results
can be sensitive to this choice. It is also subject to loss of sci-
entifically important information regarding relevant underlying
structure, and a priori coarsening of the intermediate outcomes
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may also lead to violations of some identifying assumptions.
Much of the work on continuous PS has been discussed in the
context of partial compliance in randomized clinical trials and
applied to the data in the work of Efron and Feldman (1991):
Jin and Rubin (2008) proposed Bayesian parametric models for
both the outcome and the intermediate variables; Bartolucci and
Grilli (2011) developed a novel frequentist semiparametric ap-
proach consisting of a parametric model for the outcome and
a nonparametric model for the intermediate variables based on
copula. Restricting models to a single parametric family, as in
the article by Jin and Rubin (2008), can potentially be inad-
equate for complex data distributions involving, for example,
outliers, skewness, and multimodality, that are common in real
applications. This is a serious concern because modeling the as-
sociation between intermediate potential outcomes plays a cru-
cial role in inference, since it implicitly defines the latent struc-
ture that drives PS analysis. The copula-based method, though
flexible, is not easily extended to directly include covariates,
which are crucial for analyzing observational studies. These is-
sues together have motivated us to develop the flexible approach
proposed here.

Inferences in PS generally involve techniques for incomplete
data, because at most one potential intermediate outcome is ob-
served for each subject and thus principal strata are only par-
tially observed. Bayesian approaches appear to be particularly
useful to deal with the large amount of missing data charac-
terizing PS (and in general causal inference) problems. From
a Bayesian perspective, the unobserved potential outcomes are
no different than unknown parameters. Inferences across mod-
els with different parametric structures can be compared di-
rectly because they are all driven by the posterior distribution
of the same causal estimands defined by the potentially ob-
servable outcomes. The Bayesian approach also clarifies what
can be learned when causal estimands are intrinsically not fully
identified, but only weakly identified (Imbens and Rubin 1997),
that is, the likelihood function can be flat around its maximum.
In particular, issues of identification are quite different from
those in the frequentist perspective because with proper prior
distributions, posterior distributions are always proper. The ef-
fect of adding or dropping assumptions is directly addressed
in the Bayesian approach by examining how the posterior dis-
tributions for causal estimands change; this provides a natural
framework to assess the sensitivity of causal conclusions to the
different assumptions, as we shall show in our empirical illus-
trations.

In order to model the infinite principal strata generated by the
continuous intermediate variables, we propose a Bayesian non-
parametric model for the principal strata based on the Dirichlet
process mixture (DPM) model (e.g., Escobar and West 1995).
The resulting principal strata model has support over the space
of all mixed continuous distributions, and thus greatly mitigates
model flexibility and appropriateness concerns, as well as con-
cerns on the sensitivity of inference relative to the specification
of the joint distribution of intermediate outcomes. In addition,
because DPM models exhibit clustering properties, they seem
a particularly appropriate choice for the PS setting for two rea-
sons. First, clustering encourages information sharing. In the PS
setting, with at least half of the potential outcomes being miss-
ing, sharing information across subjects with similar character-
istics may be particularly desirable. Second, principal strata are

latent classes, thus clustering provides opportunities to model,
explore, and potentially interpret the latent structure of the data.
This ex post coarsening does not have the drawbacks of the a
priori dichotomization coarsening mentioned above.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the PS framework and present a general
Bayesian semiparametric model to conduct inference within
this framework; a procedure for posterior inference for model
parameters is also developed. In Section 3, we illustrate the
method by estimating the effect of a drug in the randomized
clinical trial with partial compliance presented by (Efron and
Feldman 1991) and compare the results with those from pre-
vious studies. We then apply the method to an observational
study—the Swedish National March Cohort (NMC)—to inves-
tigate the effect of physical activity on coronary heart disease
as it relates to BMI in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a
discussion.

2. GENERAL MODEL AND INFERENCE

2.1 Basic Setup, Definitions, and Assumptions

Consider a large population of units, each of which can po-
tentially be assigned a treatment indicated by t, with t = 1 for
active treatment and t = 0 for control, that is, no active treat-
ment. A random sample of n units from this population com-
prises the participants in a study, designed to evaluate the effect
of T (active treatment versus no active treatment) on some out-
come Y . At baseline, a set of p background characteristics of the
n units are collected and define the n × p matrix X. Let Ti be
the binary variable indicating whether subject i (i = 1, . . . ,n) is
assigned to the treatment group (Ti = 1) or to the control group
(Ti = 0), and let T = (T1, . . . ,Tn)

′.
We adopt the potential outcome framework to define causal

effects. Assuming SUTVA (Stable Unit Treatment Value As-
sumption) (Rubin 1980), we define, for each unit i and each
post-treatment variable, two potential outcomes, each associ-
ated with one of the two treatment levels that unit i can poten-
tially receive. SUTVA implies that potential outcomes for unit i
are unaffected by the treatment assignments of other units and
that for each unit no different possible doses of either treatment
are contemplated, so that each treatment defines a single out-
come for each unit. SUTVA allows us to write the potential
outcomes for unit i as a function of Ti rather than the entire
vector T. Thus, for the post-treatment response Y , it is pos-
tulated that each unit i has two potential outcomes, Yi(1) and
Yi(0), representing the hypothetical outcomes under its assign-
ment to treatment or to control. Only one potential outcome is
observed for unit i, Yobs

i = Yi(Ti); the other potential outcome,
Ymis

i = Yi(1−Ti), is not observed. Yet, the causal effect of T on
Y is defined, on a single unit i, as a comparison between Yi(1)

and Yi(0), for example, Yi(1) − Yi(0). More generally, a causal
effect is any comparison of the potential outcomes under treat-
ment versus control on a common set of units.

An intermediate variable D is a post-treatment variable, and
so it too has two potential versions Di(0) and Di(1) for each
unit i, with Dobs

i = Di(Ti). Formalizing a causal problem by
means of potential outcomes helps to clarify why, in general,
it is improper to adjust for intermediate variables by condition-
ing on their observed values. For example, we cannot compare
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quality of life of the survived treated units with that of survived
control units, because these two groups are obtained by condi-
tioning on the truncation indicator Dobs

i = 0, and so on different
variables for units under treatment and under control, Di(1) and
Di(0), respectively. This comparison lacks causal interpretation
because it estimates summaries of Yi(1) and Yi(0) on different
sets of units.

A possible way to overcome this problem is to introduce the
notion of principal stratification (PS). The basic PS, as defined
by Frangakis and Rubin (2002), regarding the post-treatment
variable D is a partition of units, whose sets are defined by the
joint values (Di(0),Di(1)). More generally, a PS regarding the
intermediate variable D is a partition of units, whose sets are
unions of sets in the basic PS. The principal stratum member-
ship Si = (Di(0),Di(1)) is not affected by treatment assignment
by definition, so it only reflects characteristics of subject i, and
can be regarded as a (latent) covariate, which is only partially
observed in the sample, as Di(0) and Di(1) can never be ob-
served jointly. Comparisons of summaries of Y(1) and Y(0)

within a principal stratum, the so-called principal causal ef-
fects (PCEs), have a causal interpretation because they compare
quantities defined on a common set of units.

Inference on PCEs is challenging due to the latent nature of
the principal strata. As in all causal inference problems, we
need to first pose an assignment mechanism. The distribution
of T conditional on the potential outcomes and observed covari-
ates defines the assignment mechanism—a probabilistic model
that determines which of the two potential outcomes will be ob-
served. Throughout the article, we will assume that treatment
assignment for unit i does not depend on the outcomes and as-
signment for other units, that is,

Pr(T|Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1),X)

=
n∏
i

Pr(Ti|Yi(0),Yi(1),Di(0),Di(1),Xi), (1)

where the bold indicates column vectors of the correspond-
ing unit-level variables [e.g., Y(0) = (Y1(0), . . . ,Yn(0))′] and
Pr(·|·) is generic notation for a conditional distribution. We will
also assume that treatment assignment is conditionally uncon-
founded given Xi, meaning that

Pr(Ti|Yi(0),Yi(1),Di(0),Di(1),Xi) = Pr(Ti|Xi), (2)

and it is probabilistic, that is, all the unit-level probabili-
ties are between 0 and 1, so that all units have a chance
of receiving each of the treatments: 0 < Pr(Ti|Xi) < 1, i =
1, . . . ,n. An unconfounded probabilistic assignment mecha-
nism is called strongly ignorable in the article by Rosenbaum
and Rubin (1983), a stronger version of an ignorable as-
signment mechanism (Rubin 1978). If true, strong ignora-
bility guarantees that the comparisons of treated and con-
trol units with the same value of X have a causal inter-
pretation because Pr(Yi(t)|Xi) = Pr(Yobs

i |Ti = t,Xi). Uncon-
foundedness implies that Pr(Ti|Yi(0),Yi(1),Di(0),Di(1),Xi) =
Pr(Ti|Di(0),Di(1),Xi), so that treatment assignment is
independent of the potential outcomes given the principal
strata: while it is in general improper to condition on Dobs

i ,
treated and control units can instead be compared conditional
on Si = (Di(0),Di(1)). Unconfoundedness also implies that

Pr(Ti|Di(0),Di(1),Xi) = Pr(Ti|Xi), that is, Si is guaranteed to
have the same distribution in both treatment arms, within cells
defined by covariates X.

To show how Bayesian inference proceeds in the PS frame-
work, consider the six quantities associated with each sam-
pled unit: (Yi(0),Yi(1),Di(0),Di(1),Ti,Xi). These quantities
are considered as a joint draw from the population distribu-
tion, that is, Bayesian inference considers the observed values
of these quantities to be realizations of random variables and
the unobserved values to be unobserved random variables. The
joint probability (density) function of all random variables is

Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1),T,X)

= Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1)|T,X)Pr(T|X)Pr(X)

= Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1)|X)Pr(T|X)Pr(X),

where the last equality follows from (2), and allows us to ignore
Pr(T|X) which, as a consequence, does not need to be modeled.
In what follows, we will condition on the observed distribution
of covariates, so that also Pr(X) does not need to be modeled.
With essentially no loss of generality, assuming that the distri-
bution Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1)|X) is unit exchangeable, that
is, is invariant under a permutation of the unit indexes, by ap-
pealing to de Finetti’s theorem (Rubin 1978), we can rewrite
Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1)|X) as

Pr(Y(0),Y(1),D(0),D(1)|X)

=
∫ ∏

i

Pr(Yi(0),Yi(1)|Di(0),Di(1),Xi, θ)

× Pr(Di(0),Di(1)|Xi, θ)Pr(θ)dθ

=
∫ ∏

i

Pr(Yi(0),Yi(1)|Si,Xi, θ)Pr(Si|Xi, θ)Pr(θ)dθ (3)

for the global parameter θ with prior distribution Pr(θ).
A principal causal effect (PCE) can be any comparison of

Y(0) and Y(1) conditional on S; this article focuses on the pop-
ulation average PCE,

PCE(d0,d1,x; θ)

≡ E(Yi(1) − Yi(0)|Si = (d0,d1),Xi = x; θ). (4)

Based on (4), one can also easily calculate the overall PCE by
averaging over the distribution of covariates: PCE(d0,d1; θ) =∫

PCE(d0,d1,X; θ)Pr(X|d0,d1; θ)dX. The population aver-
age PCEs (4) have subtle but important differences from the
finite population average estimands for the n sample units.
Specifically, population average PCEs (4) do not depend on
the association parameters (e.g., correlation) between Yi(0) and
Yi(1), say ρ01. Thus their posterior distribution of the remaining
parameters will not depend on the prior distribution on ρ01 as
long as ρ01 is a priori independent of the remaining parameters
in θ . On the contrary, inference for the finite population causal
estimands [as those considered by Jin and Rubin (2008)] for the
sample units in the study would follow from the posterior distri-
bution of Ymis

i by predictive Bayesian inference, which gener-
ally involves association parameters (see Rubin 1990, section 7,
for a specific example, and Imbens and Rubin 1997). Thus, by
focusing on the population average estimands we can ignore
the association between Yi(0) and Yi(1), and so consider θ that
does not include association parameters for Yi(0) and Yi(1).
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2.2 A Bayesian Semiparametric Model

Equation (3) suggests that model-based PS inference usually
involves two sets of models: one for the distribution of poten-
tial outcomes Y(0) and Y(1) conditional on the principal strata
and covariates (hereafter referred to as the Y-model) and one
for the distribution of principal strata conditional on the co-
variates (hereafter referred to as the S-model). Since D(0) and
D(1) are never jointly observed, the information on their associ-
ation (and thus on the principal strata) is only implicitly imbed-
ded in a Y-model where both D(0) and D(1) appear. Such a
Y-model provides the structure to recover the relationship be-
tween Yobs

i and Dmis
i given the observed Dobs

i and Xi (this is
also evident from the data-augmentation step—step 1 in Sec-
tion 2.3—of our MCMC algorithm, where the distribution from
which Dmis

i is drawn depends on Dobs
i through the distribution

of Yobs
i ). The key association information of D(0) and D(1) in-

duced from the Y-model can be potentially complex, which may
not be adequately represented by a fully parametric S-model.
This has motivated us to propose a flexible Bayesian nonpara-
metric S-model via the DPM models. Besides flexibility, an im-
portant advantage of the DPM is its characteristic clustering
property, which gives opportunities to systematically coarsen
and interpret the intermediate variables, as we shall illustrate
later. Meanwhile, we can see that the Y-model is crucial to PS
inferences and PCE estimates can be sensitive to its specifica-
tion. We adopt flexible parametric Y-models, allowing for in-
teractions, quadratic terms, and heteroscedasticity and, in addi-
tion, carry out sensitivity analysis to model assumptions.

Parametric Y-models for potential outcomes. For the reasons
explained at the end of Section 2.1, we specify Yi(0) and Yi(1)

separately as Pr(Yi(t)|Si,Xi;βY
t ) for t = 0,1, where βY

t are the
corresponding parameters.

Bayesian nonparametric S-models for principal strata. The
potential intermediate outcomes need to be modeled jointly to
be compatible with the underlying association implicitly im-
posed by the Y-model. Flexible S-models with strong struc-
turing features are desirable here to capture subtle information
from the possibly complex distribution of Si. A Dirichlet pro-
cess mixture (DPM) provides such an S-model:

Pr(Si|Xi;βD) =
∫

K(Di(0),Di(1)|Xi;βDγ )dG(γ ),

with G ∼ DP(αG0), (5)

where the kernel K(Di(0),Di(1)|Xi,β
D,γ ) is a bivariate dis-

tribution (described later) and the probability measure G is
generated from a Dirichlet process, DP(αG0), with scalar con-
centration parameter α and base measure G0 (Ferguson 1974).
A random probability measure G is sampled from DP(αG0) if,
for any Borel set partition of the space A, {A1, . . .Ak}, where
G0 (and G) are defined, the distribution of the realized proba-
bilities {PrG(A1), . . . ,PrG(Ak)} follows a Dirichlet distribution,
Dir(α PrG0(A1), . . . , α PrG0(Ak)). Small values of α imply less
variation of a realized distribution G from the base measure G0,
where E(G) = G0 in the sense that E(G(A1)) = G0(A1) for any
Borel set A1 in A.

The stick-breaking (SB) representation of the DP (Sethurman
1994) shows that G ∼ DP(αG0) may be constructed as

G(·) =
∞∑

h=1

whδγ h
(·), γ h

iid∼ G0,

(6)
wh = w′

h

∏
k<h

(1 − w′
k), w′

h
iid∼ Be(1, α),

where γ h are called atoms and wh are probabilities that sum up
to 1, and δx denotes a point mass at x. The stick-breaking nature
of the DP encourages decreasing weights, wi > wj for i < j, a
priori since E[wh] = 1/(1+α)∗ (α/(1+α))h−1. Small α corre-
sponds to sparser models, that is, models with fewer nontrivial
weights that provide a coarser approximation to G0.

The SB representation shows that samples from a DP are dis-
crete distributions, so the DP cannot be directly used as a prior
distribution for continuous data models. However, the discrete
atoms and associated weights may be used to define an infinite
mixture of continuous distributions, as in (5). In the setting of
continuous potential intermediate variables a convenient choice
for the kernel of the mixture, K(Di(0),Di(1)|Xi;βD,γ ) in (5)
is a (truncated) bivariate Gaussian distribution,

K(Di(0),Di(1)|Xi;βD,γ )

∝ N((η0 + Xiβ
D
0 , η1 + Xiβ

D
1 )′,�)1A,

where γ = (η0, η1,�), and A is the support of (Di(0),Di(1)) in
the possibly truncated distribution, for example, A = R2, or A =
[0,1]× [0,1]. Using the SB representation (6), (5) is equivalent
to

Pr(Si|Xi;βD)

=
∞∑

h=1

whchN((η0h + Xiβ
D
0 , η1h + Xiβ

D
1 )′,�h)1A, (7)

where the atoms γ h = (η0h, η1h,�h) and associated weights
(mixture probabilities wh) are nonparametrically specified via
DP(αG0), and ch is the normalizing constant resulting from
the truncation to support space A. The coefficients βD are as-
sumed to be common across mixture components, but this may
be relaxed. This specification results in a flexible nonparametric
mixture structure for the distribution of the principal strata that
has support on a very large space of continuous bivariate distri-
butions defined on A. In addition to flexibility, a natural byprod-
uct of the mixture structure of the DPM is clustering, which is
very appealing in the PS context. Clustering allows informa-
tion to be shared locally between the Si in the same cluster:
Increased local information sharing is encouraged because the
DPM naturally promotes sparse clustering. Parsimonious clus-
tering provides opportunities for meaningful interpretation of
the principal strata. Principal strata are essentially latent classes
of subjects, only partially observed, and the DPM allocates sim-
ilar subjects into the same clusters. As will be illustrated in
the applications, this automatic latent structure recovery may
be treated as the continuous analogue to discrete PS analysis.
The natural grouping of subjects in terms of principal strata and
the subsequent interpretability is one essential advantage of the
nonparametric DPM over existing parametric and semiparamet-
ric approaches.
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The Bayesian model is completed by specifying prior distri-
butions for the parameters θ = {βY ,βD, α,G0}. Specification
of the DP concentration parameter α is important to the model’s
performance, as α directly governs the number of active com-
ponents (i.e., components with nontrivial weights) in the DPM.
Instead of fixing α to a specific value, we assume a flexible
Gamma prior, Ga(a,b) with hyperparameters a,b, which has
been widely used in the literature (e.g., Escobar and West 1995;
Ishwaran and Zarepour 2000). In the PS context, we prefer
DPM models with smaller active components for better inter-
pretability. This prior preference can be incorporated by setting
a,b to smaller values. For example, we choose a = b = 1 in
our applications. Sensitivity to the specification is then exam-
ined by repeating the analysis with different a,b values. The
choice of G0 suggests the support of γ to be explored, and gen-
erally depends on the range of the data being modeled. Standard
choices for G0 are conjugate inverse-Wishart IW(q,�0) for �h

with small q and diagonal �0 expressing prior ignorance, and
normal N(m, v2) or uniform Unif(A) for (η0h, η1h). For the co-
efficients βD,βY , we use a standard diffuse normal prior distri-
bution N(0, s2I) with very large variance s2.

2.3 Posterior Inference

All the PCEs are functions of the model parameters θ , so
full Bayesian inference for the PCEs is based on the posterior
distribution of θ conditional on the observed data, which under
SUTVA and strong ignorability, can be written as

Pr(θ |Yobs,Dobs,T,X) ∝ Pr(θ)

∫ ∫ ∏
i

Pr
(
Yi(0),Yi(1),

Di(0),Di(1)|Xi, θ
)

dYmis
i dDmis

i ,

where Pr(θ) is the prior distribution of the parameters. Di-
rect inference from the above distribution is in general not
available due to the integrals over Dmis

i and Ymis
i . But both

Pr(θ |Yobs,Dobs,Dmis,X) and Pr(Dmis|Yobs,Dobs,X, θ) are
generally tractable. Pr(θ |Yobs,Dobs,Dmis,X) is the complete-
data posterior distribution of θ , which is proportional to

Pr(θ)

n∏
i=1

Pr(Yi(0)|Si,Xi;βY
0 )(1−Ti)

× Pr(Yi(1)|Si,Xi;βY
1 )Ti Pr(Si|Xi;βD,γ ),

where complete-data here means complete intermediate vari-
able data, that is, considering the principal strata as ob-
served, but not the full set of potential outcomes. The joint
posterior distribution, Pr(θ ,Dmis|Yobs,Dobs,T,X), can be ob-
tained using a data augmentation approach for Dmis (Tanner
and Wong 1987). Inference for the joint posterior distribution
then provides inference for the marginal posterior distribution
Pr(θ |Yobs,Dobs,T,X). Further discussion on Bayesian infer-
ence in PS can be found in the article by Imbens and Rubin
(1997) for the special case of all-or-none compliance.

Efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation for
general DPM models was first discussed by Escobar (1994)
and MacEachern (1994). Exact sampling from the DPM mod-
els can be obtained using the algorithms recently developed by,
among others, Walker (2007) and Papaspiliopoulos and Roberts

(2008). An approximate blocked Gibbs sampler based on a
truncation of the SB representation of the DP was proposed by
Ishwaran and Zarepour (2000). We adopt this sampling scheme
in the posterior inference in this article, mainly for its con-
ceptual simplicity and ease in implementation. Specifically, we
first choose a conservative upper bound, H < ∞ on the num-
ber of mixture components potentially occupied by the subjects
in the sample. Let w = {w1, . . . ,wH} denote the weights of all
components. Then latent class indicators Zi(∈ {1, . . . ,H}) with
a multinomial distribution, Zi ∼ MN(w) are introduced to as-
sociate each observation i with a cluster h of the DPM. The
marginal distribution implied by integrating out Z is the orig-
inal approximation (based on H) to (7), so this augmentation
expands the parameter space but does not change the original
model specification. It does, however, greatly simplify (7), so
that for each individual i, conditional on Zi = h,

Pr(Si|Xi,Zi = h;βD,γ )

= chN((η0h + Xiβ
D
0 , η1h + Xiβ

D
1 )′,�h)1A.

As shown in the article by (Ishwaran and James 2001), an accu-
rate approximation to the infinite limit (i.e., the exact DP) is ob-
tained as long as H is chosen sufficiently large. Intuitively, this
approximation is justified through the sparsity property of the
DPM, which effectively provides an automatic selection mech-
anism for the number of active components H∗ < ∞ in the SB
representation, that is, the number of nontrivial wh. When the
sample size is fixed, and only a small number of wh are nonzero,
the nonparametric behavior of the DPM can be approximated
with a finite mixture model that truncates the SB representation
at some large H∗ < H. In our analysis, we use the following
simple pragmatic procedure to choose H. First choose an ini-
tial upper bound, say H = 10, and then monitor the maximum
index of the occupied components in the MCMC iterations. If
all the iterations have a maximum index several units below H,
then H is sufficiently high; otherwise, rerun the MCMC with
an increased H (say, H = 25,50,100, . . .). Repeat this process
until a sufficient large H is found.

Using the DPM approximation, random draws from the pos-
terior distribution of all the parameters in the complete-data
model, θ , can be obtained via a Gibbs sampler with data aug-
mentation (Tanner and Wong 1987; Gelfand and Smith 1990)
as follows:

1. Given θ and Z, draw each Dmis
i from

Pr(Dmis
i |−) ∝ Pr(Yobs

i |Si,Xi;βY
0 )1−Ti

× Pr(Yobs
i |Si,Xi;βY

1 )Ti Pr
(
Si|Xi,β

D,γ Zi

)
.

2. Given βD, w, and S, draw each Zi from a multinomial
distribution with

Pr(Zi = h|−) ∝ wh Pr(Si|Xi,Zi = h;βD,γ h).

3. Given Z, set w′
H = 1, and for each h ∈ {1, . . . ,H −1} draw

w′
h from

Pr(w′
h|−) = Be

(
1 +

∑
i:Zi=h

1, α +
∑

i:Zi>h

1

)
,

and update wh = w′
h

∏
k<h(1 − w′

k).
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4. Given Z, draw α from

Pr(α|−) ∝ Pr(α)

H∏
h=1

Be

(
1 +

∑
i:Zi=h

1, α +
∑

i:Zi>h

1

)
.

5. Given βD,Z, and S, draw each γ h from

Pr(γ h|−) ∝ G0(γ h)
∏

i:Zi=h

Pr(Si|Xi,Zi;βD,γ h).

6. Given θ ,Z, and S, draw βD from

Pr(βD|−) ∝ Pr(βD)

n∏
i=1

Pr
(
Si|Xi,Zi;βD,γ Zi

)
.

7. Given S, draw each βY
t (t = 0,1) from

Pr(βY
t |−) ∝ Pr(βY

t )
∏

i:Tobs
i =t

Pr(Yobs
i |Si,Xi;βY

t ).

Cycling through the above steps provides correlated draws
whose stationary distribution upon convergence is the joint pos-
terior distribution of θ . Since the PCEs are functions of θ , pos-
terior distribution of the PCEs can then be obtained by substitut-
ing θ by their posterior draws, and point and interval estimates
can be obtained by their empirical posterior counterparts.

3. APPLICATION TO RANDOMIZED TRIAL WITH
PARTIAL COMPLIANCE

3.1 Data and Models

To compare with the existing approaches, in this section we
apply the proposed Bayesian semiparametric model to the fre-
quently studied dataset from the Lipid Research Clinics Coro-
nary Primary Prevention Trial (LRC-CPPT) in the article by
Efron and Feldman (1991), hereafter EF. The LRC-CPPT was
a placebo-controlled double-blind randomized clinical trial that
assigned 164 men to receive cholestyramine and 171 men to re-
ceive a placebo, and sought to examine the effect of cholestyra-
mine in lowering cholesterol. Compliance with treatment as-
signment was not enforced, but was monitored, and percent of
compliance over the approximately 7 years of the study was
reported. The cholesterol level of each subject was recorded
before and after the study, and the outcome was the decrease
in cholesterol level over the course of the study. No covariate
information is available. An interesting question arising from
this experiment concerns the causal effect of different doses of
cholestyramine. Because cholestyramine has side-effects, the
compliance distributions are different in the drug and placebo
arms. Compliance to drug and compliance to placebo are dif-
ferent subject characteristics. Thus, comparisons between ex-
perimental arms within a given level of observed compliance to
drug and placebo do not define proper causal effects and so do
not capture drug efficacy or any dose-response relationship.

To handle the obvious violation of the perfect blind assump-
tion, which asserts that compliance to placebo is identical, unit
by unit, to compliance to drug, EF assumed a monotonically in-
creasing deterministic function relating the compliances in the
two groups and, therefore, deterministically imputed drug com-
pliance for each control group member as a deterministic func-
tion of his placebo compliance. This assumption was believed

to be overly restrictive by Jin and Rubin (2008), hereafter JR,
who showed how to replace it with weaker and more plausi-
ble assumptions. Two analyses of the EF data were presented
by JR. The first is a PS analysis that estimates finite population
average PCEs for every combination of placebo and treatment
compliance using a fully parametric Bayesian approach, where
a side-effect monotonicity assumption was made. The second
is a dose-response analysis which imposes additional assump-
tions to estimate dose-response curves. Here, we limit compar-
ison to their first analysis, leaving the use of our approach to
the estimation of dose-response relationships to future research.
Bartolucci and Grilli (2011), hereafter BG, conducted a PS
analysis on the same data, proposing a more flexible S-model
based on a Plackett copula that does not require the side-effect
monotonicity assumption, and modeled the marginal distribu-
tions of the intermediate variables nonparametrically, using the
empirical distribution function as an estimate of the marginal
distribution of D(0) and D(1). They provided a likelihood based
method to estimate the model, and compared several alternative
flexible parametric Y-models.

Let Di(0) denote the percentage of placebo taken by subject
i when assigned to control and Di(1) denote the percentage of
active treatment taken by subject i when assigned to treatment.1

The Y-model specification should be based on subject-matter
knowledge, exploratory analysis of the observed data, and prac-
tical consideration of model fitting given the large amount of
missing data and the complexity of the model. Specifically, as
shown by JR and BG (thus omitted here), the scatterplots of
observed Y and D show a linear relationship between Y and D
in the control group and a curved relationship in the treatment
group. Within the class of parametric Y-models proposed by
BG, we compare the implications of a range of models includ-
ing those selected by BG and JR (detailed in Section 3.3), and
choose the following Y-model:

Yi(t)|Di(0),Di(1)

∼ N
[
μt(Di(0),Di(1)), exp

(
σ 2

t (Di(0),Di(1))
)]

,

t = 0,1, (8)

with the mean and variance depending on Di(0) and Di(1) as
follows:

μ0(Di(0),Di(1)) = βY
00 + βY

01Di(0);
μ1(Di(0),Di(1)) = βY

10 + βY
11Di(0)

+ βY
12Di(1) + βY

13Di(0)Di(1);
σ 2

0 (Di(0),Di(1)) = λ0; and

σ 2
1 (Di(0),Di(1)) = λ0 + λ1Di(1).

1 It is worth noting the slight abuse of notation here: Variable D does not
have the same meaning under treatment and under control. For this reason, JR
used a different notation for the two compliance variables. Also because of
this, standard instrumental variable-noncompliance exclusion restriction-type
assumptions, that would rule out any effect of assignment on individuals with
Di(0) = Di(1), are not plausible. The only exclusion restriction assumption that
may be plausible is Yi(0) = Yi(1) for {i : Di(0) = Di(1) = 0}; that is, for indi-
viduals who take no placebo and no active treatment, assignment to treatment
should not have any effect on the outcome.
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Table 1. Coefficients in the outcome Y-model (8) as estimated using the Bayesian
DPM S-model, where posterior medians and 95% credible intervals are shown; and

the frequentist copula S-model of BG, where MLE and bootstrap intervals are shown

DPM Copula

Coefficient Post. median 95% CI MLE 95% CI

βY
00 −0.71 (−5.19, 3.74) −0.27 (−5.72, 4.89)

βY
10 −0.69 (−6.31, 4.69) −0.27 (−5.72, 4.89)

βY
01 = βY

11 11.87 (5.95, 17.74) 11.24 (4.70, 18.05)

βY
12 22.30 (9.36, 35.17) −21.88 (−102.2, 9.4)

βY
13 23.02 (8.40, 37.65) 73.36 (38.33, 155.84)

λ0 5.28 (5.09, 5.48) 5.26 (5.05, 5.43)
λ1 1.35 (0.96, 1.74) 1.16 (0.19, 1.56)

The key model assumption lies in the mean function of the po-
tential outcome Yi(1), μ1, where both Di(1) and Di(0) enter as
regressors and thus indirectly specify the unobserved associa-
tion between Di(1) and Di(0). Unlike BG, here we allow the
intercept terms βY

00 and βY
01 to differ in μ0 and μ1, and so do

not rule out some placebo effects. But as BG, we impose the
constraint βY

01 = βY
11, assuming that compliance to placebo is

a baseline characteristic that affects the mean potential choles-
terol under treatment and control in the same way, and we allow
compliance to placebo to have an interaction with compliance
to treatment. Alternative Y-model specifications are compared
in Section 3.3.

We assume the following diffuse prior distributions for the
parameters:

Pr(λ0) = N(3,1), Pr(λ1) = N(0,1.52),

Pr(βY) = N(0,202I5),

where βY = (βY
00, β

Y
01, β

Y
10, β

Y
12, β

Y
13) and I5 is a five-dimen-

sional identity matrix. The specifications for λ0 and λ1 are
vague, and will allow recovery of the variances observed in the
two treatment arms.

For the S-model, the DPM model (7) without covariates is
assumed, with DP parameters

A ≡ [0,1] × [0,1],
G0 = N((0.5,0.5)′,0.252I2), IW(2, I2), Pr(α) = Ga(1,1).

As in the work of BG, JR’s side-effect monotonicity assump-
tion, Di(1) < Di(0), is not imposed in our S-model. To ex-
press prior ignorance, the prior covariance matrix of the inverse-
Wishart prior for G0 is set to be an identity matrix and the prior
sample size is set to be the minimal possible integer, 2. Com-
plete details of posterior sampling, based on the above model
specification, are available as the online supplementary mate-
rial at http://www.stat.duke.edu/~fl35/PSDP/ .

3.2 Results

The parametric Y-model (8) and nonparametric S-model (7)
were jointly fitted to the LRC-CPPT data. Five parallel MCMC
chains of 205,000 iterations with the first 5000 as burn-in pe-
riod were run, each having different starting values. None of
the chains showed signs of adverse mixing and all chains led

to highly similar posterior summary statistics. Using the prag-
matic procedure introduced in Section 2.3, the truncation level
H = 30 was deemed to be adequate for DPM approximation in
this analysis.

Table 1 provides the posterior medians and 95% credible in-
tervals for the coefficients in the Y-model (8), and the corre-
sponding MLE and standard errors under the copula-likelihood
approach of BG. The point estimates of βY

00, β
Y
01, λ0, λ1 are

similar between the two methods, as their estimation is mostly
based on the observed marginal distributions of Y(0) and Y(1),
with DPM providing slightly tighter intervals than the copula
approach. However, there is a seemingly large discrepancy in
the point estimates of βY

12, β
Y
13, with the DPM-based interval es-

timates being half of those produced by the copula. The sum of
βY

12 +βY
13 is, instead, comparable between methods. Notice that

the term of βY
12Di(1)+βY

13Di(0)Di(1) in the μ1 function equals
βY

12 + βY
13 when Di(1) = Di(0) = 1. Since the majority of the

subjects have high compliance (close to 1) under both assign-
ments [as shown in Figure 1(a)], this suggests that the marginal
distributions of Yi(0) and Yi(1) are similarly estimated by both
DPM and copula methods, but the estimates of individual co-
efficients from the DPM have less uncertainty than those from
the copula. The improved precision is unlikely to result from
the diffused prior on βY as the prior variances on βY are sev-
eral times larger than the posterior ones.

To further understand the improved precision in the Y-model,
it is useful to look at the results of the DPM S-model. As shown
in the scatterplot of a representative posterior draw of the prin-
cipal strata (Di(0),Di(1)) in Figure 1(a), there are three pre-
dominant clusters: the largest cluster (45% of all units) in the
upper right corner, a second largest cluster (30%) in the right
middle, and a third (25%) in the lower left corner. Interest-
ingly, these latent clusters have some analogy to the principal
strata in the binary PS classification (Angrist, Imbens, and Ru-
bin 1996), but with slightly different interpretation since D(0)

is placebo compliance and D(1) is drug compliance. Here, the
cluster in the upper right corner comprises the full compliers,
that is, units who take the amount prescribed by the protocol,
both under treatment and under control. The cluster in the lower
left corner includes the never-takers, units who never take what
they are assigned to take, neither under treatment, nor under
control. Their noncompliance to the protocol is most likely due
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) A single representative posterior draw of (D(0),D(1)) based on the DPM S-model. The green and red dots correspond to units in
control and treatment groups, respectively. Each component is labeled with a blue dot that is proportional to the components mass contribution.
(b) Median PCE over the entire (D(0),D(1)) space.

to behavioral reasons rather than to reasons related to possible
side-effects of the active treatment. Units in the right middle
cluster [with D(1) < D(0) < 1] are the most difficult to classify
with an analogue in the binary case; we will call them partial
compliers. They are units who are generally willing to comply
to the protocol if they have no side-effects (i.e., under control),
but probably experience negative side-effects under treatment
and thus do not take the prescribed amount of the drug.

The same cluster structure was consistently observed in all
the MCMC chains, and the majority of imputed Dmis

i main-
tained a single cluster membership. Thus, for the LRC-CPPT
data, there was strong evidence of relevant latent structure re-
covery, and this information was used to inform Dmis

i locally on
the basis of cluster membership. The reduced variability in esti-
mating the unobserved Dmis

i led to more precise estimates of the
Y-model. Our S-model did not assume side-effect monotonicity,
but appears to support the assumption. Figure 1(b) shows the
posterior medians of all the PCEs over the entire (D(0),D(1))

space. The PCE surface is smoothly increasing as the com-
pliance increases in both assignment arms, suggesting better
compliance behavior is associated to larger overall reduction
in cholesterol level.

Comparison with the results of JR and BG is made on the
estimated PCE at four selected principal strata S = (d0,d1), in-
cluding the stratum of “median complier” under both assign-
ments, S = (0.89,0.70). The comparison is displayed in Table 2
which includes the posterior medians and 95% credible inter-
vals for the PCEs under the DPM approach, and the correspond-
ing estimates from the fully Bayesian parametric approach of

Table 2. Estimated PCE for selected principal stratum (D0,D1) using
the DPM approach, the fully parametric approach of JR,

and the copula approach of BG

S = (d0,d1) DPM Parametric (JR) Copula (BG)

(1,1) 45 (38, 52) 50 (39, 59) 51 –
(0.89,0.70) 29 (25, 34) 24 (17, 30) 30 (22, 39)
(1,0) 0 (−6, 6) −13 (−42, 27) 0 –
(0,0) 0 (−6, 6) 5 (−6, 16) 0 –

JR and the copula approach of BG. Interval estimates were ob-
tained by a bootstrap algorithm in the work of BG: They only
reported the confidence interval for stratum (0.89,0.7), and the
PCEs are 0 for strata (1,0) and (0,0) by their model specifica-
tion. The results are comparable across methods for the strata
where most of the observed compliance is presented, while the
DPM approach provides tighter estimate intervals than the fully
parametric and copula approaches, again highlighting the im-
proved precision that results from the clustering structure im-
posed by the DP. Slight discrepancies are observed at extreme
compliance levels [e.g., (0,0), (1,0)], with our approach point-
ing more clearly to a likely absence of placebo effects.

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

We examined the sensitivity of our analysis to (a) the speci-
fication of the prior distributions, and (b) the parametric speci-
fication of the Y-model.

For the hyper prior Ga(a,b) of α, the strength parameter of
the DP that controls the number of active components, we re-
fit the models using hyperparameters for (a,b) of (2,2), (5,5),
(1,5), (5,1). The resulting estimates for coefficients and PCEs
showed only minimal difference from our initial (1,1) specifi-
cation. We prefer DP models with small number of active com-
ponents, and within this general preference, the exact specifica-
tion was not crucial. As for the priors for the regression coeffi-
cients, we use standard diffused priors that do not drive analysis
results.

For the Y-model, we conduct a sensitivity analysis to the key
specification of the mean function μ in (8), denoted as M0. We
consider the following alternative models:

1. M1: Same as M0, but impose βY
00 = βY

10. M1 implies
μ0(d,0) = μ1(d,0), for d ∈ [0,1], that is, it rules out
any placebo effect for subjects who take zero dose of the
active treatment, which may be questionable in practice.
This is the Y-model adopted by BG.

2. M2: Same as M0, but allow βY
01 	= βY

11.
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Schwartz, Li, and Mealli: Bayesian Semiparametric Approach to Intermediate Variables 1339

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Posterior median PCEs (solid lines) and 95% credible intervals (dashed lines) under different Y-models for the EF data, labeled by
different colors: black M0, blue M1, green M2, red M3, turquoise M4. Panel (a) fixed D(0) = 0.89; (b) fixed D(1) = 0.70.

3. M3: Add a D(1) term to the μ0 function in M2 and al-
low the coefficients βY

02 	= βY
12. This model allows Y(0) to

be affected also by D(1), and thus by the basic principal
strata.

4. M4: Change the interaction term in μ1 in M3 to a
quadratic term. This is essentially the Y-model adopted
by JR. In addition, impose the side-effect monotonicity
Di(1) < Di(0) as done by JR.

We focus on comparing the causal estimands of primary
interest—the population PCEs defined in (4) under the above
models.2 Figure 2 gives the posterior means (solid lines) and
95% credible intervals (dashed lines) of cross-sections of PCE
surfaces estimated from the above models, with each model be-
ing labeled by a different color: Panel (a) displays the estimates
of PCE(0.89,d) with d varying from 0 to 1, where 0.89 is the
median of the observed D(0)’s, and panel (b) displays those of
PCE(d,0.70), where 0.70 is the median of the observed D(1)’s.

Figure 2 shows that the posterior medians of both
PCE(0.89,d) and PCE(d,0.70) are highly similar across the
models, while the credible interval gets wider as the Y-model
gets more flexible, as expected. Thus, it is reasonable to con-
clude from the sensitivity plots that the proposed PCE analysis
for the EF data is not very sensitive to the parametric Y-model
specification. One possible reason for the insensitivity is that
the LRC-CPPT is a randomized trial, therefore the key uncon-
foundedness assumption is likely to hold, implying that the dis-
tribution of the principal strata is the same, in expectation, in
the two treatment arms. As we shall see in the next applica-
tion, results can be more sensitive to model specification in
observational studies, where unconfoundedness may be more
questionable.

2 Parameter estimates are available from the authors upon request.

4. APPLICATION TO THE SWEDISH NATIONAL
MARCH COHORT

4.1 Data and Models

This section examines the effect of physical activity (PA) on
cardiovascular disease (CVD) as it relates to body mass index
(BMI), using the observational Swedish National March Cohort
(NMC). The NMC was established in year 1997, when 300,000
Swedes participated in a national fund-raising event organized
by the Swedish Cancer Society. Every participant was asked to
fill in a questionnaire that included items on known or suspected
risk factors for cancer and CVD. Questionnaire data were ob-
tained on over 43,880 individuals. Using the Swedish patient
registry, these individuals were followed for the period from
year 1997 to 2004, and each CVD event was recorded. Further
details on the NMC can be found in the work of Lagerros et al.
(2009).

The question of scientific interest here is the extent of a
causal effect of PA on CVD risk mediated or not mediated
through BMI. The principal stratum with respect to the inter-
mediate variable BMI is the joint potential value of BMI for
an individual under high and low exercise regimes. The PCEs
in the principal strata consisting of individuals whose BMI re-
mains the same, or approximately so, regardless of exercise can
be interpreted as the principal strata direct effect of exercise
on CVD not mediated through BMI. Similarly, we can define
the principal strata mediated effect as the PCEs in the principal
strata of individuals whose BMI would change due to exercise.3

3 Once the underlying continuous structure has been estimated, one could
look at average PCEs in some union of the strata where |D(0) − D(1)| < ε

and interpret those as principal strata direct effects, that is, PCEs in unions
of principal strata where PA has little effect of BMI. Because of the varying
and arbitrary choice of ε, and to limit exposition, we only report PCEs where
D(0) = D(1) = s for different values of s.
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Sjölander et al. (2009), hereafter SJ, analyzed the NMC data
using PS, where each subject was classified as either a “low-
level exerciser” (T = 0) or a “high-level exerciser” (T = 1)
based on self-reported history of PA; obese (D = 1) or not obese
(D = 0) based on baseline BMI in year 1997 dichotomized at
cutoff point 30; and “with disease” (Y = 1) or “without dis-
ease” (Y = 0) based on if the subject had at least one CVD event
recorded during follow-up. Age is a strong confounder in this
setting, and is the sole covariate reported by SJ. In what follows,
in order to compare with SJ’s analysis, we also assume that T
is ignorable given age. The principal strata direct effects are the
main causal estimands in the work of SJ, and they found evi-
dence for beneficial direct effects in strata where D(0) = D(1).
In the current analysis, we follow the definition of T and Y in
SJ, but analyze D (BMI) in its original continuous scale and let
Xi = (Xi1,Xi2) be the centered age and square of age. In ad-
dition, we will investigate PCEs in strata where D(0) = D(1)

and in strata where D(0) 	= D(1). Of the participants, 38,349
were “high-exercisers” and 2956 were “low-exercisers.” The
former included 2262 cases of CVD, while the latter included
172 cases. The distribution of age is similar in both arms, with
the T = 1 arm being slightly older on average. The median age
is 49.3 years in T = 0 arm and 52.2 in T = 1. The distribu-
tion of BMI is right-skewed in both arms, with a heavier tail in
the low-exercise arm, as seen in Figure 3, top left panel. The
median BMI in the T = 0 and T = 1 arms is 24.8 and 24.0,
respectively. A quantile-quantile plot of BMI in the two arms
(Figure 3, top right panel) suggests the high-exercisers have
lower BMI than the low-exercisers on average. There appears
to be a strong positive correlation between CVD incidence and
BMI (Figure 3, bottom right panel), with a larger variance of

CVD in the low-exerciser arm. Likelihood ratio tests on the
observed marginal distribution of Y(0) and Y(1) suggest that
both age and BMI are significant predictors of CVD risk in both
arms.

Based on the above exploratory data analysis, and assuming
that it is not only the absolute decrease (or increase) of BMI
due to PA that matters, but also its relative size, we choose the
following generalized linear Y-model:

logit
{
Pr(Yi(0) = 1|Si,Xi)

} = βY
00 + βY

01Xi1 + βY
02Di(0),

logit
{
Pr(Yi(1) = 1|Si,Xi)

} = βY
10 + βY

11Xi1 + βY
12Di(0) (9)

+ βY
13Di(1) + βY

14
Di(0)

Di(1)
,

where the constraint β02 = β12 is imposed. Here, the Y(0)

model specifies the relationship between CVD and BMI when
an individual does not exercise. In the Y(1) model, the term
βY

12Di(0) + βY
13Di(1) can be rewritten as (βY

12 + βY
13)Di(1) +

βY
12(Di(0) − Di(1)). Thus, βY

12 + βY
13 can be interpreted as

the baseline effect of BMI on CVD when an individual ex-
ercises, while βY

12 and βY
14 represent the additional linear and

nonlinear (ratio) effect of the change in BMI due to exer-
cise on CVD, respectively. The prior distribution for βY =
(βY

00, β
Y
01, β

Y
02, β

Y
10, β

Y
11, β

Y
13, β

Y
14) is set to be a diffused normal

Pr(βY) = N(0,252I7).
Scatterplot of average BMI versus age shows a positive and

curvilinear relationship between age and BMI (Figure 3, bot-
tom left panel). Likelihood ratio tests on the observed marginal
distribution of D(1) and D(1) suggest that both age and square
of age are significant predictors of BMI in both arms. Thus we

Figure 3. Top left: frequency of BMI in T = 0,1 arms. Top right: quantile–quantile plot of BMI in T = 0 versus T = 1 arms. Bottom left:
scatterplot of age versus BMI in T = 0,1 arms. Bottom right: scatterplot of BMI versus CVD incidence in T = 0,1 arms.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) A representative posterior draw of principal strata Si under the DPM S-model. Each component is labeled with a number and a
blue dot representing its mass contribution with its size being proportional to the corresponding component weight. The solid line is the 45◦ line.
(b) Median surface and pointwise 95% credible intervals for the PCE, over the relevant space of (D(0),D(1)) for individuals 10 years above the
median age (60 years old). The green surface is the reference surface of PCE = 0.

assume the following DPM S-model:

Pr
(
(Di(0),Di(1))|Xi,β

D)

=
∞∑

h=1

whchN

((
η0h + Xi1β

D
01 + Xi2β

D
02

η1h + Xi1β
D
11 + Xi2β

D
12

)
,�h

)
1A, (10)

with A = {(Di(0),Di(1)) : 0 < Di(0),Di(1) < 100}. Specifica-
tions for the DP are G0 = N((25,25)′,�0) IW(2,32I2), with
σ 2

0 = σ 2
1 = 52, and Pr(α) = Ga(1,1). The prior distribution for

βD is a diffused normal Pr(βD) = N(0,102I4). Similarly to the
partial compliance application, the posterior distribution of the
parameters in the complete data model can be obtained via a
Gibbs sampler with data augmentation, details of which are thus
omitted.

4.2 Results

The Y-model (9) and DPM S-model (10) are jointly fitted to
the NMC data. Similarly as before, five parallel MCMC chains
of 205,000 iterations with different starting values were run,
with the first 5000 as burn-in. Mixing of the chains was deter-
mined to be adequate and all chains led to similar posterior sum-
mary statistics. Using the procedure discussed in Section 2.3,
the truncation level H = 30 was deemed to be adequate for DP
approximation here.

Estimates of coefficients in models (9) and (10) (not dis-
played here but available from the authors upon request) sug-
gest a positive association between CVD incidence and both
age and baseline BMI without exercise, as well as a sizable re-
duction in CVD associated with a reduction in BMI due to PA
(a negative posterior median of βY

14).
A representative posterior draw of principal strata (Di(0),

Di(1)) along with the DPM configuration from the S-model
(10) is displayed in Figure 4(a). There are two predominant

clusters that are consistently found throughout all analyses:
component 1 in the middle of the 45◦ line that consists of
around 80% individuals whose BMI is stable regardless of PA;
and component 2 above the 45◦ line that consists of around 15%
individuals whose BMI decreases with PA. The precise con-
figuration of remaining components varies in different MCMC
chains, but still consistently suggests that the remaining indi-
viduals are people who have an even larger reduction in BMI as
a result of PA.

Figure 4(b) shows posterior medians and 95% credible inter-
vals for PCEs over the plausible range of D(0) and D(1) for
individuals who are 60 years old. The PCE surface increases
smoothly with both D(0) and D(1), suggesting that the causal
effect of exercise in reducing the probability of developing
CVD increases as one’s BMI increases. Table 3 provides PCEs
for principal strata Si = (d0,d1) that are of scientific interest.
BMI values of 18.5, 25, 30, 35 are the standard cutoff points
of underweight, overweight, class I obese, and class II obese,
respectively. Since there are very few individuals with BMI be-

Table 3. Posterior medians and 95% credible intervals for the percent
PCE, E(Y(0) − Y(1)|S = (d0,d1)) × 100, for selected principal

strata S at age of 50 and 60 years

Age = 50 Age = 60

S = (d0,d1) Median 95% CI Median 95% CI

(20, 20) 0.53 (0.01, 1.18) 1.33 (0.03, 2.93)
(25, 25) 0.64 (0.23, 1.11) 1.58 (0.57, 2.72)
(30, 30) 0.77 (−0.01, 1.64) 1.87 (−0.02, 3.91)
(35, 35) 0.94 (−0.64, 2.81) 2.21 (−1.53, 6.48)
(25, 20) 0.79 (0.09, 1.48) 1.95 (0.23, 3.65)
(30, 25) 0.92 (0.34, 1.60) 2.23 (0.83, 3.82)
(35, 30) 1.09 (0.08, 2.45) 2.57 (0.20, 5.61)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Posterior median PCEs (solid lines) and 95% credible intervals (dashed lines) of subjects at age 60 under different Y-models for
the NMC data, labeled by different colors: black M0, blue M1, green M2, red M3. Panel (a) is with D(1) = D(0); (b) with D(0) = 25, which is
the median of the observed D(0).

low 18.5, we present the PCEs for BMI equal to 20 rather than
18.5. Evidence on a direct effect of PA on CVD can be drawn
from PCEs on the 45◦ line. We can see that these PCEs increase
as age and BMI increase. For example, for a person whose BMI
is 20 no matter whether he exercises, the reduction in CVD
risk due to exercise is 0.53% and 1.33% when he is 50 and
60 years old, respectively, and the reduction increases to 0.77%
and 1.87% respectively if his BMI is always 30. This means
that even if exercise does not reduce the BMI, it does reduce
the risk of CVD, and the benefit is bigger for older and heavier
population. Our results also suggest that PCEs of PA on CVD
are even bigger if mediated through BMI. For example, for a
person whose BMI reduces from 30 to 25 as a result of exer-
cise, the reduction in CVD risk is 0.92% and 2.23% when he or
she is 50 and 60 years old, respectively; and the corresponding
reduction is 1.09% and 2.57% respectively for a person whose
BMI reduces from 35 to 30 due to exercise.

The PCE results here do not contradict the findings of SJ.
However, analysis of PCE based on continuous BMI offers a
more refined picture of the causal mechanism among PA, BMI,
and CVD risk than that based on dichotomized BMI. In ad-
dition, our continuous analysis does not rely on some stan-
dard identifying assumptions made in the case of binary D,
as the monotonicity assumption [i.e., Di(0) > Di(1)] imposed
by SJ. Even if approximately 18% of the posterior draws of
(Di(0),Di(1)) do not adhere to monotonicity when it was not
enforced [Figure 4(a)], these draws are relatively close to the
45◦ line, and the PCE surface estimate for the NMC data is
rather robust to deviations from this assumption.

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

As in the previous application, we examined the sensitivity
of our analysis to the prior distribution and specification of the

Y-model. We considered the same values that we used in Sec-
tion 3.3 for the hyperparameters (a,b) in the Gamma hyper
prior for α, Ga(a,b). The PCE estimates were again robust to
these specifications. Denote the Y-model (9) as M0; we fit the
following alternative Y-models to the NMC data:

1. M1: Same as M0, but allow βY
01 	= βY

11.
2. M2: Add a D(1) term to the μ0 function in M1, allowing

Y(0) to be affected by D(1).
3. M3: Change the ratio term D(1)/D(0) in μ1 in M2 to an

interaction term D(0)D(1) and also add a term D(0)D(1)

in μ0.

The population average PCEs defined in (4) are compared.
Figure 5 gives the posterior means (solid lines) and 95% cred-
ible intervals (dashed lines) of two cross-sections of the PCE
surfaces estimated from the above models, with each model
being labeled by a different color: panel (a) displays the esti-
mates of PCE(D(0) = D(1) = d) with d varying from the com-
mon BMI range of 18 to 35, and panel (b) displays those of
PCE(D(0) = 25,d) where 25 is the median of the observed
D(0).

The sensitivity plots show that the PCE estimates from M0,
M1, and M3 are very similar, while larger variability is observed
in M2. In particular, despite the similarity in the posterior me-
dian of the PCEs between M2 and other models, M2 results
in much wider credible intervals for subjects with larger D(1)

(>26). Moreover, the MCMCs from M1 and M2 display poor
mixing. This is an evidence that the NMC data contain rather
weak information to identify the causal estimands, thus reason-
able parsimonious model constraints are necessary for credible
estimation. Our preference for M0 over M3 was mainly due to
its interpretability, as D(1)/D(0) has the natural meaning of the
ratio of BMI change due to PA; as said previously, it appears
to be rather plausible that the relative decrease (or increase) of
BMI should be an important determinant of CVD.
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Overall, the PS analysis in the NMC data displays certain
sensitivity to the Y-model specification. One likely reason is
the possible violation of the unconfoundedness assumption: the
NMC is an observational study and the only covariate infor-
mation that is available to our analysis is age, but there can
be many remaining important confounders, such as sex, diet,
smoking behavior, etc. Fitting the models with more covariates
is expected to reduce the sensitivity. The sensitivity to devia-
tions from the unconfoundedness assumption in the PS frame-
work has been formally explored elsewhere (Schwartz, Li, and
Reiter 2011).

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a Bayesian semiparametric approach to
conduct causal inference in the presence of continuous inter-
mediate variables using the PS framework, where causal es-
timands are defined on latent subgroups of units, namely the
principal strata. Even though never jointly observed, modeling
the joint distribution of the two potential intermediate outcomes
is critical for PS inference. The key element in our proposal is
to model the principal strata by the nonparametric DPM model,
which has proved to offer a new approach to causal inference
with intermediate variables that has advantages in both infer-
ence and interpretability. Specifically, it allowed us to (a) over-
come the limits of the dichotomization approach, (b) exploit the
clustering properties of DPMs to explore and interpret the latent
structure of the data, (c) easily quantify posterior uncertainty on
PCEs, without relying on asymptotic approximations.

We have illustrated our approach using the randomized LRC-
CPPT data, obtaining comparable point estimates but more pre-
cise interval estimates than those from existing approaches. We
also applied our proposal to the more challenging observational
NMC study to investigate the causal mechanism between PA,
BMI, and CVD risk. As reflected in these two applications, PS
is a general framework that can be used to represent and tackle
intrinsically different problems. While some PS analyses may
be mathematically equivalent, they can differ on fundamental
issues of study design, on interpretation, on the specific (union
of) principal strata of interest, and on the potential identifying
structural and modeling assumptions. Principal stratification is
one of the possible ways to conceptualize the mediatory role
of an intermediate variable in the treatment-outcome relation-
ship. An alternative approach focuses on what would happen
to the treatment-outcome relationship under interventions on
the intermediate variable, and defines direct and indirect causal
effects by using the concept of so-called a priori counterfac-
tual values of outcomes that would have been observed under
assignment to a given treatment level and if the intermediate
variable were somehow simultaneously forced to attain a pre-
determined value. Using these concepts, Robins and Greenland
(1992) and Pearl (2001) gave definitions for controlled direct
effects and natural direct and indirect effects based on hypothet-
ical interventions on the intermediate variable. While in some
contexts one can at least conceive the idea of manipulating the
intermediate variable, in some others, as with BMI, it is not
that obvious how an experiment could be conceived, where the
values of the intermediate variable could be controlled. This
motivated our preference for a PS analysis for the NMC data.

Extension of our method to relax some of the assumptions
in the Y-model by, for example, specifying a DPM also for the
conditional distribution of the potential outcomes, can be ex-
plored. Bayesian model selection or averaging methods can also
be applied to the model building process.

[Received June 2010. Revised July 2011.]
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